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Fremont, Calif., and Istanbul, Turkey, August 16, 2011 – AirTies, the innovative wireless networking and
set-top box vendor, is partnering with Quantenna Communications, Inc., a leader in ultra-reliable Wi-Fi

networking for whole-home entertainment, to build High Definition (HD) video streaming solutions for the home

with unmatched range and performance.  The state-of-the-art wireless video performance of Quantenna’s

802.11n 4x4 MIMO chipset combined with AirTies’ MAC-level distribution software enables solutions that are

capable of flawlessly delivering multiple simultaneous HD video streams in the home through as many as three
concrete floors.

“The biggest challenges in wireless video streaming have always been how to mitigate interference and penetrate
concrete walls,” said Metin Taskin, chief technology officer at AirTies.  “Through their combined resources,

Quantenna and AirTies have successfully overcome these problems. Our tests show a performance level that

outstrips anything available in today’s market in terms of quality, range and reliability.  We’re hugely optimistic

about the potential impact of our combined technology on the wireless home networking marketplace.” 

The first fruits of the partnership between AirTies and Quantenna are new versions of AirTies’ wireless video

access point (AP).  The company’s new Air 4610/1 and Air 4640/1 APs featuring Quantenna silicon will be on

display during IBC 2011, September 9-13, at the AirTies stand, #B33 in Hall #5 at the RAI Amsterdam

exhibition center.

“We are pleased to be collaborating with AirTies on these new APs for broadband home entertainment,” said

Lionel Bonnot, vice president of sales and business development at Quantenna.  “AirTies has built a strong
reputation for optimising 802.11n technology using dual-mode concurrent architectures and other proprietary

enhancements, and we are very excited about how well the AirTies platform performs using our 4x4 MIMO

chipsets with advanced beamforming and channel-optimisation capabilities.”

Quantenna’s silicon is the highest performing physical-layer solution on the market, with the ability to distribute

multiple video streams at 1080p-120, 1080p-60 and 1080i resolution through several walls and over long

distances.  The company’s QHS7xx 4x4 MIMO 802.11n chipset delivers up to 600 Mbps of bandwidth

throughout the home, and enhances coverage when connecting to non-4x4 MIMO clients such as iPads or 2x2

and 3x3 MIMO clients that are often found in laptop computers.



Quantenna’s powerful silicon combined with AirTies’ video distribution technology overcomes typical problems

traditionally associated with wireless video distribution, such as lost packets, jitter and latency.  The chipsets also

operate in the 5GHz frequency band to avoid interference, and utilise dynamic digital beamforming along with

channel management to regularly scan all available channels for noise, interference and traffic and then select the

optimal route for interference-free multi-channel, HD video streaming.     

Product Details

The partnership between AirTies and Quantenna helps service providers overcome the serious issue of high
installation costs by offering a complete plug-and-play, pre-configured user experience.  The jointly developed

Air 4610/1 and Air 4640/1 APs are designed to give clear and simple user feedback via two LED lights that

indicate whether or not the product is connected and HD video is streaming.  This plug-and-play functionality

makes the AirTies APs some of the easiest products of their kind to set up and use. 

Offering a choice of Fast Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet connections, the new AirTies wireless APs enable IP

gateways to be wirelessly connected to set-top boxes or connected TVs.  They also enable IP gateways to act

as wireless repeaters so that additional TVs, PCs, iPads or gaming devices can be connected to a wireless

network and used to stream multiple HD video channels around the home, without pixilation or interference. 

The Air 4610/1 and Air 4640/1 APs also feature remote management software compliant with TR-111 and TR-
069 standards.  Even greater range can be achieved using AirTies’ patented AirTouch technology, which allows

customers to self-install a mesh network in the home, including handling all network security and SSID settings. 
The customer simply presses a single button, simultaneously, on each of the devices to be linked.  AirTies’

AirTouch technology also allows Automatic Configuration Sharing, in which any changes to a node’s wireless
configuration are automatically sent to all nodes in the network. The company’s new generation of wireless video

devices also complies with the Code of Conduct (COC) standard, attesting to their low energy consumption.

Availability
The AirTies Air 4610/1 and Air 4640/1 APs will be available for shipping in the fourth calendar quarter of

2011.  Work is also underway to incorporate the Quantenna chipset into the next generation of AirTies gateway
products, including one that has been named a finalist in the ConnectedWorld.TV Awards competition that is

held during IBC2011.  Winners will be announced at a gala dinner during the conference.

###

About AirTies
AirTies develops and markets consumer electronics products which provide 5 fundamental services (high speed
internet access/ADSL, Wireless LANs, internet based telephony/VoIP, and internet based television/IPTV &

DVB C,S & T STB’s) for service providers, small businesses and consumers.

AirTies was formed in February 2004 by a management and technical team from the Silicon Valley, USA, with
the strategic intent to become the leader in EMEA markets. AirTies has an installed base world-wide of more

than 6 million and is aiming to expand into additional broadband markets. In contrast to its competitors which are
dependent on chip companies and ODMs to develop their products, AirTies designs and develops its own

hardware and the embedded firmware. Technology innovations include wireless video distribution to multiple
TV’s, wireless coverage range extension, and network setup at a touch of a button. AirTies believes in

exceptional customer service such as 7/24 technical support in English, Turkish, Greek and Russian and no
questions asked defective unit replacement. More information is available on their website at www.airties.com.



About Quantenna Communications, Inc.

Quantenna Communications, Inc. is a fabless semiconductor company developing standards-based 802.11n
MIMO chipsets that deliver the highest levels of performance, speed and reliability for wireless networks and

devices. Headquartered in Fremont, Calif., Quantenna has assembled a management and engineering team with a
long track record of start-up success, and is backed by leading venture capital firms, including Grazia Equity,

Sequoia Capital, Sigma Partners, Southern Cross Venture Partners and Venrock Associates. For additional
information, please visit www.quantenna.com.

###

Quantenna™, the logo, and Full-11n™ are the trademarks of Quantenna Communications and its

affiliates in the United States and certain other countries. Wi-Fi® is a trademark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.
Any other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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